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much easier and less expensive it is for the company to
collection of membership dues than it would be for
me<IIlbers to make remittances to their union's office, or
union to send out collectors in so wide a territory. The extra
and expense incurred by the company in deducting from its
ployee's salaries the amounts the employees owe their union
small in comparison with the. savings in time and money by
union and the employees, savings which can not fail to
increased efficiency and redound to the benefit of the employer
in the long run. In the adjustment of industrial conflicts
have to be made and some rights have to be
enforced if necessary in the interest of conciliation and peace.
The system of check-off is avowedly primarily· for the
of the union and only indirectly of the
laborers.
ever, the welfare of the laborers depends
upon the
tion and welfare of the union. Since, without the union,
are impotent to protect themselves against "the reaction of
economic changes" and maintain and improve their lot, to
the interests of unions ought therefore to be the concern of
tration as much as to help the individual laborers. (A. L.

TRANSPORTATION CO., INC. versus BICOL TRAN,
TION EMPLOYEES MUTUAL ASSOCIATION and
OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, G.R. No. L-4941,
July 25, 1952).
Oscar
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THE CHALLENGE OF. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. Sumner H.
Cornell University Press .. Ithaca, New York.
In the whole fertile field of labor and management
few writers have successfully brought their books. to flourish,
most of the yield that we reap consists of dried academic
Professor Slichter's book, The Challenge of Industrial
certainly, is not a barren product of this field. It is one of
most challenging book ever written on this field. It offers a
practical solution to our labor disputes and problems.
•Sumner Slichter is a Lamont University professor aJ1:
who . has been teaching and writing on American economic
ditions for nearly thirty years. This long experience in the
field has enabled him to accumulate facts and figures with
to fortify his assertions and theories and
earned him
tiction of. being an authority on labor-management relat:Ium ...
The author observes that today, the Unitei:l States
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most powerful and most aggressive labor movement the
has ever seen. The 190-odd national unions recently had
fifteen million members. "This," he pointed out, "is due to
encouragement trade unions are getting from the government.
United States Supreme Court has abandoned antiquated views
'concerning both the scope of governmental authority to regulate
commerce and the extent to which private rights may be restricted.
The passage of the Norris-La Guardia Act in' 1932, the National
Industrial Recovery Act in 1933, the Wagner Act in 1935, the
Social Security Act in 1935 and the Fair Labor Standards Act
in 1938, have helped trade to spread rapidly. The result is that,
trade unions under the leadership of professional labor leaders now
control all national industrial enterprises. Unions have, therefore,
become more powerful and more aggresive than anyone ever
dreamed they would be."
Th'is development of strong labor unions Professor Slichter
states, "are obviously bound to be a great influence either for
good or for harm. Such organizations are the most powerful economic organizations in the country." What should the government propose to do to control the enormous power of unions and
to. realize the great constructive potentialities of labor unions?
What should the government do about mammoth strikes called in
order to compel violations of the law, to force changes in public.
policy, to force trade unionists to shift their union affiliations, or
. in order to punish them for joinning the wrong union? The author suggests .these methods: regulation, conciliation, mediation,
government cooperative policies and arbitration.
This .book should be beneficial not only to sociology students
and labor leaders but also to those who are interested in the
legal aspect of labor-management relations. The doctrines enundated in this bodk could well serve as a basis .for the enactment
of badly needed reforms of Philippine labor laws calculated to
govern and foster haTmonious relations between management and·
labor. The solutions the author has proposed could if adapted to our
·existing conditions solve many of our labor problems. Certainly,
his thirty years of experience in the labor field cannot but be
productive of good results. However, care should be observed
in the consideration of his ideas. We must adopt only such as
an-e suited to our prevailing conditiolllS.
This book is truly a challenge to all those in a position to
meet that challenge to join hands in order to bring about harmony and peace in the field of labor-management relations.
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In -clleory · we have often regarded our workers

industrious
':ii

